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essential truths of the christian faith (c) 1992 by r. c ... - and classical christian theology. perhaps
most alarming was the realization that the mass of people who claim to have biblical faith have had
little or no impact on the structures and values of american culture. biblical authority and the
concept of inerrancy - langmead casserley expresses concisely the basic objection to the usual
critical approach.1 this is not a criticism which deals with peripheral matters. it goes to the heart of
the matter. an apologetic armoury - biblicalstudies - an apologetic armoury 91 philosopher, h. d.
lewis, has said that they do this in such a way as to converge upon a single intuitive insight of the
reality of god. in the study u - biblicalstudies - langmead casserley wrote scathingly some years
ago about "that sort of theology which seems to be little more than a byÃ‚Â product of greek
grammar, and whose exercises consist of a series the clairvoyant theory of perception: a new
theory of ... - langmead casserley's book which is devoted to morals, the words "existential,''
"existentialism," "existentialist," "existentially" occur more than forty times. the climax is reached
(page 82) when secularists are taken to task for avoiding patricia barrett, r.s.c.j. - journalsgepub does not conceal his own category of interpretation: "human existence in history is a religious
process and must be understood and interpreted in religious and theological categories" (p. 70).
concoll~i(] theological montbly - ctsfw - by j. v. langmead casserley. greenwich: the seabury
press, 1954. 163 pages. cloth. $2.75. this timely book on the age-old question of the relation of
human reason and the christian faith contains an interesting foreword by protestant episcopal rector
john heuss of new yark introducing the author, an anglican theologian lately come on the american
scene. the table of contents whets theological ... faith and modern subjective thought - boston
college - faith and. modern subjective thought 79 the evidence is insufficient to bring acquiescence.
"faith is a habit of mind whereby eternal life is begun in us making the intellect analogical thinking
in theology - cambridge - analogical; christ's own sayings are largely analogical; and the
proclamation of the gospel has always depended on the wise homiletical use of analogy.
nevertheless theology has tended to place analogical thinking in a position of secondary importance.
it has been regarded as being of the greatest homiletic and pedagogic value in communicating the
truth, but as of questionable value in ... the sagebrush review volume 8, volume 8, 2013, 132
pages ... - the ill-made mute , cecilia dart-thornton, 2002, fantasy fiction, 608 pages. to get to
caermalor, her only hope of happiness, imrhien must survive a wilderness of endless danger.
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